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one believed one were likely to win? Thaler (1992, pages 61-62) replied, "It is im
portant to keep in mind that rationality is an assumption in economics, not a 
demonstrated fact .... If you react by optimally reducing your bids, then you will 
avoid paying too much for leases, but you will also win very few auctions. In fact, 
yoll may decide not to bid at all! Unless you want to switch businesses, this solu
tion is obviously unsarisfai..:tory." 

SOME PRACTICAL ADVICE TO SELLERS IN AUCTIONS 

This review of research and of the RJR Nabisco case affords some significant in
sights for the M&A practitioner. Consider these from the standpoint of the seller 
(the implications for the buyer are in most cases the exact opposite): 

■ Choose to auction the asset if the number of assets is limited-in the M&A
world, most companies are fairly unique. But if the target company has a
closely comparable set of peers, negotiation may be the better path of sale.

■ Strive ro increase the number of bidders in the auction. You can accomplish
this by reducing information and other auction costs to the buyer. This en
courages entry. A well-managed data room and due diligence process are vi
tal. Also, it helps to commit to rules and stick by them. This tends to
increase the confidence of bidders in the integrity of the auction and thereby
attracts bidders.

■ Discriminate among bidders (within the rules). For instance, strategic and fi
nancial buyers may have different favored deal structures. Permit each to bid
from strength.

■ If bidders know one another or are affiliated, structure the sale as a first
price sealed bid auction-the inability to communicate in real time may pro
mote competition.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An understanding of the basics of corporate auctions is vital to understanding the 
general behavior of buyers and sellers, and specifically important as a foundation 
to mastering the subject of hostile takeovers. Furthermore, auction behavior 
helps illuminate behavior in friendly negotiations and vice versa-this is because 
in most cases an auction is an important alternative to a negotiated agreement. 

It is naive to view auctions as rational processes driven by strict rules and set
tled solely by price. The price paid is but one consideration within the bundle of at
tributes that constitutes the M&A deal. In other words, the effective M&A 
practitioner must master the art of multi-attribute bidding in auctions. 

In addition, the effective practitioner must master two other major considera
tions: strategy and psychology. Strategy matters because most auctions in M&A 
are not settled in one round. Thus, one must think a few moves ahead in entering 
every bid. Henry Kravis's "head fake" in the bidding for RJR Nabisco is a preem
inent example of how strategic signaling can influence the behavior of competi
tors and win the contest. Strategy is important also because the auction phase is 




